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This note gives a variation of a Jackson-type theorem by Andreev, 
Popov, and Sendov [ 1 ] for best one-sided approximations by splines. The 
main theorem states how well a function can be approximated by the 
average of upper and lower bounding splines of a given order with respect 
to the Lp = Lp[O, 11 norm of a modified modulus of continuity. 
In general, we consider functions whose kth derivatives are bounded on 
[0, 11. Let z denote the knot sequence (O=x,<x, < ... <x,= 1). The 
ith normalized basic spline of order k with the knot sequence z is denoted 
by Mi,k,r and is defined by 
i+k itk 
Mi(x)=“i,k,r(X)= c 
j=i 
&‘, ,Ik(xj-x):-’ 
J m 
m#i 
where 
(x - t)“,- 1 = (x - t)k - ‘, x> 4 
= 0, x< t; 
i = 0, l,..., n-k. It is well known [2] that Mi(x) >O for XE (xi, Xj+k), 
Mi(x) = 0 for x $ (xi, x~+~), and jFa Mi(x) dx = 1. Let yk,, be the linear 
space of all kth degree splines on the interval [0, 11 with knot sequence r. 
That is, s belongs to yk,r ifs E Ck-‘[IO, 11 and its restriction on [xi, xi+ i] 
is an algebraic polynomial of degree k for i= 0, l,..., n - 1. Clearly 
Mi(x) E %- 1,~. The problem of best one-sided Lp (1 <p d co) 
approximation by splines in Yk,, for functions f defined on [0, l] is the 
study of 
Ek,r(f )LP = i;; 
s 
{; (S(X) - l(X))’ dx] 
l/P 
(Pa 1) 
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where 1, s E Yk4”,, satisfy Z(x) <f(x) <s(x) for all x E [0, I]. See [ 11. 
The specific aim of this note is to consider a related LP approximation 
problem Fk,r(f)LP (for 1 <p < cc) with respect to the average of bounding 
splines and derive a Jackson-type theorem relating the errors Fk,r, Ek,i for 
Lp (1 -<p < co) and a modified modulus of continuity defined by 
belong to the domain of$ 
More specifically, we consider the following: 
DEFINITION 1. 
F&f),u=iEf((id lf(~)-Z(x):s(x)ln~~)l’p 
Fk,AflLm = inf SUP f(x) - 
Z(x)+ s(x) 
1,s x 2 
where 1, s E Y& and Z(x) <f(x) < s(x) for all x in [0, 11. 
We need the following: 
LEMMA 1. Let f have an integrable bounded derivative f' on [0, 11, and 
T= (O=x,<x, < .‘. <x,=1) with d,=max()xi+,-xil,Odidn-l}. 
Let 1 dp< 03. Then for any integer k> 1, 
(1) 4c,r(f)u~ b%,r(fLp, 
(2) Fdf )Lp G (k + 1) AnFkp df ‘)Lp, and 
(3) Fk,r(f )u G ((k + 1)/z) A,,&- I,r(f ‘)w 
ProojI Part (1) follows immediately from the inequality 1 f(x) - (l(x) + 
S(X))/2 ( < (S(X) - l(X))/2 for Z, s E yj,, such that z(X) <f(X) d S(X) for all x h 
co, 11. 
The proof of part (2) is similar to the constructive proof in Cl, 
Lemma 10, p. 8931. Since yk,, contains constants, we can assume without 
loss of generality that f(0) = 0. Let E > 0 and find I*, s* E z _ ,,T such that 
Z*(x)<f’(x)<s*(x) for x in [0, l] and 
II f’(x) _ Z*(x) + s*(x) 2 I/ <FL I,,(f’)u + E. lap 
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Set 
I 
x,+ I 
ai = (f’(x) -s*(x)) dx < 0 
XI 
pi= [xi+’ (f’(x) - Z*(x)) dx 2 0, i=o, l)...) n- 1. 
XI 
For x E [0, 11, define 
n-k-l 
s*(t)dt+ C ai XMi+I(t)df 
I==0 
s 0 
I(x)=~*I*(r)dt+fl-r;-lpi~~Mi,l(L)d~. 
0 i=O 
Clearly 1 and s E 9k.r. Now we show that Z(X) <f(x) < s(x) for x in [0, 11. 
Let x E (xi., xi. + I). Then 
j-(x)-f(x)=[ff’(r)dc-l(x) 
= Jb‘[f’(t)-I*(t)] dt-~~-‘Bi~~Mi+1(1)dl 
i=O 
i* - 1 
= iFo Bi + 0 [f’(t) - l*(t)1 dt 
- i*z-’ p;- i$’ bij’ Mi+l(t) dt 
i=O i-j*-k 0 
= Ix [f’(t)-l*(t)]dt+ i*f’ +\XMi+,(t)d+O 
x; j-i*-k 0 
I 
as the integrands and the pi are greater than or equal to zero and 
& Mi, i(t) dt < 1. 
Next 
s(x) -f(x) = s(x) - jx f’(t) dt 
0 
= ~(~*(r)-f’(r))dZ+fl~~-laiS.~~i+,(f)dt 
s 
i=O 0 
i*- I = izo ( -ai) + jxye (s*(t) -f’(t)) dt 
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as al,<0 by definition and [;M,+,(r)dt<I. 
So for p >, 1, we write 
By the triangular inequaIity, basic integral properties, and 
(l-J;M,+,(t)dt)dl for all i, we have 
6 
1 I 
d 
(J iJ 0 3,’ I 
I*(t) + s*(t) & 
f’(f)- 2 
1iP 
G 
f’(t)- 2 l*(t) + s*(t) & 
X1-l 
1 i 
f,(x)-~*w+~*(f) 
5, 
2 ) q dx)‘” 
f’(t)- 2 
Wt) + s*(f) & 
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by the Minkowski integral inequality [3, p. 2711, 
s 
(k+ lb’, 
< cFk- df')u + El 4 
0 
by assumption, 
= tk+ l)d.[Fk~,,,(f’),,+&l. 
This proves part (2) for p >, 1. 
For p = CO we have by a similar argument, 
f’(x-(k+l)LI.+z) 
-~*(X-((k+l)d.+t)+s*(x-(k+l)d.+t) d* 
2 
s 
(k+ lkf. 
< sup f’(x-(k+l)d,+t) 
0 x 
_ 1*(x-(k+l)d.+t)+s*(x-((k+l)d,+t) dt 
2 
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f 
(k+ I)& Q [F/c - df’Lm + ~1 dt 
=(~+l)d.~~-l,~(f’)~,+E for all E > 0. 
And so part (2) is proved. 
Part (3) follows immediately by applying parts (2) and (1) successively. 
We can now prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. Zff is bounded on [0, 11, then for 1~ p < co 
f+cl,Af)LP 6 IIW; xi d,)/l L.P. 
ProoJ: Let z= {0=x,< ... <x,=1} and d,=max, /x~-x~-~(, 
i = l,..., n. Set 
s,(x) = sup f(t), 
and 
s,(l) = ?‘_“, s,(x) 
I,(x) = inf f(t), 
Also let 
4(l) = !‘_“, k(x). 
S(f,x;J)=supf(t) 
Z(f, x; a) = inff(t) 
It follows immediately that 
x E Cxi- 19 Xi), t  E [Xi- 19 Xi] 
where ) t - XI < 612 
where It-xl <d/2. 
Z(f, x; 24,) < Z,(x) <f(x) <s,(x) < S(ji x; 24,). 
We observe that s,, I, E &, and 
w(f,x,6)=S(f,x;S)-Z(f,x;6). 
Also we will need the property ([ 1, Lemma 5, p. 8901) that for any 
Riemann-integrable function S and integer k 
Ilw(f;x;Wll,oGk IIw(f;x;W.,. 
So finally 
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FO,Af)LP d 0 I l f(t)- 
s,(t) + 4(t) p 
0 2 1 dty 
4 t 
( 
jd IIs,(t) - L(t)l” dr) 
UP 
(I 
l/P 
<t ’ [S(f; x; 24,) -Z(f; x; 2A,)lp dt 
0 
=4 IIw(f; x; 24Jll.676 IIw(f; x; A,)llLP. 
Our next results follow from our above work and results cited in [l]. 
THEOREM. Let f E Ck- ’ [0, l] and have an integrable bounded kth 
derivative on [0, 11. Then for 1 <p < co 
Proof. Using Lemma 1, part (2), k times and then Theorem 1 yields 
Fk,r(fLP G (k + 1) AX,- ,,r(f’)u 6 . . . < (k + I)! A; Fo,Jf’k’)Lp 
< (k + l)! A; Ilw(f’“‘; x; A,)/[ tn. 
COROLLARY 1. Let f E Ck -’ [0, 1 ] and have an integrable bounded kth 
derivative f (k’; then 
(1) Fk,r(f)L- L < (k + l)! Aip(ftk); A,) where p is the modulus of con- 
tinuity, p(f;S)=sup (f(x)-f(y)\ and Ix---y1 d6. 
(2) Also iff is of bounded variation on [0, l], then Fk,T(f )t < (k + l)! 
Af:+lV;(f’k’), h w ere VA denotes the variation of the function on [0, I]. 
Proof First we observe that the best one-sided uniform approximation 
from a linear approximating family which includes constants is obtained by 
translating the best uniform approximation (either up or down). So the 
error thus obtained will be exactly twice the unconstrained error. Therefore 
the average (I(x) + s(x))/2, where Z(x), s(x) are specified above, is the best 
uniform approximation in this case. The proof follows immediately from 
part 2 of Lemma 1; Ilw(f; x; 6)((,, = ~(f; 6) and [ 1, Corollary 1, p. 8941 
where the analogous inequalities for Ek,r are 
and 
&,r(f)~” d 2(k + 1Y A5-U'k'; A,) 
E&f )LI < 2(k + I)! A;+ ‘v;f (k). 
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Part (2) of Corollary 1 is analogous to a Freund-Popov theorem [4] for 
E k,r* 
The next corollary is an analogue of a BabenkoLigun theorem [5] for 
Ek,r where the interval [0, l] is replaced by [0,27r]. 
COROLLARY 2. Let f E Ck[O, 27~1, )I f (k+ ‘)IILp < co, and a = {j 2x/n};=,; 
then 
Proof Again the proof follows immediately from Lemma 1, part (1) 
and 
In conclusion we remark that further generalizations of Theorem 1 can 
be obtained by weakening conditions on modulus of continuity, or by 
extending it to R” using techniques in the preprint by Popov and Szabados 
C61. 
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